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The entire French press is unanimous. Whether left or right in
their traditional political colouration – the difference is
actually pretty superficial – they compare the so-called
socialist party’s resounding discomfiture in the municipal
elections to Napoleons historic disaster on the Berezina River
in Russia in 1812, the prelude to his ultimate defeat. For
once the accuracy of their judgement is beyond dispute. So our
first response is above all to see what we can learn. Its a
perfectly straightforward and normal thing to do, although our
conclusions differ noticeably from everyone else’s.
First of all it is important to emphasise that elections
change absolutely nothing in the fundamentals of the
capitalist social system or, therefore, in the overall
situation. This view is sharply opposed to the popular belief
carefully fostered by the usual politicians and organisations
of the left. Even if elections do change that systems form or
shape, they move within the framework it imposes and are an
integral part of it. Whether municipal, parliamentary or
European, they are just part of how the (most democratic!)
system in place functions, while remaining profoundly bound to
the way it moves and works.
How true this is has been more than adequately demonstrated,
and two major and opposed schools of thought on the matter
were in evidence during the elections. One body of opinion –
an extremely heterogeneous one (especially if you include the
right wingers) – traditionally asserts that elections really
can bring about effective changes in the system. It has to be

said, regretfully, that even a party such as the Front de
Gauche (Left Front) and its component parts – which we see as
actually standing on the side of working people, and as such
on our side too – remains a prisoner to these blinkered
electoral (parliamentary) politics. Its leaders, in effect,
leave us to suppose mistakenly, or even themselves assert,
that a strong showing (and all the more so outright victory)
at the polls would enable them radically to change the
capitalist social system.
Abstentions are a kind of vote
In contrast to these shallow parliamentary politics, another
large and growing section of the population regularly and
deliberately abstain. Although municipal elections supposedly
affect people more directly, these latest ones saw record
abstention levels of 36.6 per cent, particularly among young
people.
Most bourgeois politicians and commentators get onto their
moral high horse over this. They have the nerve to impugn such
peoples republican credentials, and the audacity to accuse
them of helping the right wing. Here or there, the reproach is
added that they make it impossible for the Left Front and/or
its component parts to make consistent progress, and so change
the system.
These abstentions, however, express a definite verdict on the
existing capitalist system as a whole, fundamentally rejecting
it and repudiating the absurd belief that voting can change
the system. In this sense, they are right and we defend them
against those republican paragons of (questionable) virtue,
even though we think that abstaining is negative and sterile
and therefore inadequate.
An accurate map showing the percentage of voters who abstained
in the recent French municipal elections would clearly show
another France living on the periphery of the cities in the

proletarian banlieues. It is working-class France, including
the unemployed, suffering under savage austerity. The
bourgeois press was so bold as to reveal a tiny corner of its
extent and significance. In Paris red belt there were 58.6 per
cent abstentions in Ivry, 56.8 in Stains, 56.7 in Vitry-surSeine; then 56.7 per cent in Vaux-en-Velin in the outer
suburbs of Lyon and 55.5 per cent in the disaster-stricken
working-class town of Roubaix in the North. The figure is the
same for Trappes in the outer suburbs of Paris, the biggest
victims of galloping inequality. Bourgeois journalists and all
the petit-bourgeois milieu editorialise about this in the
abstract – wringing their hands over the losses suffered by
the middle class! The working class and its fate simply
disappear from these peoples preoccupations. This arises from
a deliberate desire to minimise this dangerous class’s
importance, even to the point of denying its existence. So you
can bet they will never draw up any such map because it would
cast rather a pall over their chatter and somewhat upset their
peace of mind.
On the importance of elections
Elections cannot change the capitalist system (as we can see
in the daily more severe blows it inflicts on us), but
political organisations would be making an unpardonable error
if they concluded that there is no point in elections. In the
first place, they are important because they quite faithfully
reflect each partys impact and influence, providing a pretty
accurate graphic image (including abstentions) of the level
and nature of the populations political consciousness.
This political thermometer marked a general defeat for
Hollande and his government and, in passing, wiped out all the
myth-making that had gone before about municipal elections
being all about strictly local issues: all those who in 2012
had expected this government to protect them against the
attacks of capital, this time around voted against his party
or abstained. That message is clear. In this sense the

bourgeois way the newspaper Le Monde explains what this vote
means is deliberately misleading. They write that Holland is
now paying the bill for a poor start to his tenure because it
was not sustained by a clear and clearly-articulated project.
(Editorial on 1 April 2014). But the obviously bourgeois
nature of his project was exactly what working people did
understand and voted against. Nevertheless, in its usual
convoluted way, the newspaper does express the bourgeoisies
innermost concerns and its insistence that greater
determination should be shown in serving that class. Their
complaint expresses these requirements and their preferred
response, which is to take matters directly in hand via their
own traditional parties. In this they are encouraged by
Hollande’s own bourgeois proclivities. That explains the
significance of the heightened profile of the Union for a
Popular Movement (UMP), the Union of Democrats and
Independents (UDI) and the Democratic Movement (MoDem),
parties which express the bourgeoisies desire to press ahead
with the destruction of social gains. We can be quite sure
that Hollande will do everything he can to satisfy these
expectations and will (if possible) become even more hostile
to what working people want.
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The considerable advance made by the National Front (FN) is
almost entirely due to its demagogic propaganda which appears
to defend the interests of workers and working people. But
watch out! This tactic of appearing to defend working people
is a well-established and well-known trick used by all
extreme-right parties. In the 1920s Hitler developed the same
stratagem, presenting himself as a defender of working people.
He went so far as to call his party socialist, merely adding
the adjective national. As for Mussolini, he came straight out
of the Italian Socialist Party. As with all fascists, social
demagogy was their most important weapon, and this is what the

National Front has picked up on. But how demagogic this
political line is, is revealed clearly by the fact that it
does not attack the whole bourgeoisie and its social system.
It only sets its sights on one of its political lines, the one
currently in the foreground: Europe. It advocates a different
line, i.e. the withdrawal into nationalism represented by the
other, minority, section of the European bourgeoisie. So the
FN attacks the bourgeoisies majority (European) policy, but
not the bourgeoisie as a class which exploits other classes,
nor its capitalist system. Far from it, it vigorously attacks
immigrant workers, in other words the majority of the working
class, and carries on alarmingly about workers gains,
denouncing various benefits. It has derived great advantages
not just from this lying demagogy, which continues to conceal
its avowedly bourgeois nature, but also the fact that no
single party has yet unmasked it as a bourgeois party.
Normally, criticisms merely affect its anti-European stance
and its racist and nationalist phobias, without touching on
the bourgeois basis on which they grow like excrescences.
Why is the Left Front marking time?
Elections are also an opportunity for all those united around
shared political aims to rally together so as to further
extend their ranks. This is particularly true of all those who
wish, on the basis of a programme, to make a step forward
towards freeing working people from the yoke of the capitalist
system. So the elections offered the Left Front a chance to
develop. So how to explain that, despite the terrible crisis
of capitalism and the fact that workers rejected this society,
the Left Front did not just fall a long way back from its
spectacular results in the presidential elections, but was
clearly overtaken by all bourgeois parties, including the FN
and the UMP?
This absurd situation is a consequence of the Left Fronts
political ambiguity. While it makes it clear that it
thoroughly opposes the French and European bourgeoisies recent

austerity policies, it does not come out clearly against the
capitalist system as such. It stays vague and enigmatic on
this cardinal point which really does require some straight
talking. This obscurity is revealed in the lack of a clearly
working-class programme directed against capitalism as the
social system at the root of all austerity. This lack of a
programme and the fact they are locked into the normal
bourgeois election framework have condemned them to limp along
far behind the others. In short, their position does not
measure up to the situation. How can you expect the Left Front
to unmask the National Front as a bourgeois party if they
equivocate over their own objectives? The municipal elections
show that, under these conditions, the Left Front is condemned
to mark time while the National Front has made considerable
progress, including among discontented workers.
So the main lesson of the elections is obvious. They show ever
more clearly that, instead of looking for scapegoats, the main
task facing our Left Front is to make an objective assessment
of its activity as a whole, above all its political programme,
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